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The answer to ‘why are carrots orange?’ is 

‘because human beings made them that way.’ 

And the answer to ‘what’s next?’ is increasingly 

‘what do you want?’

- Alan Finkel, Chief Scientist

New and emerging realities



STEM = shaping our future?

‘

“Innovation is important to every sector of the 

economy – from ICT to healthcare, education to 

agriculture, and defence to transport.” 

- National Innovation and Science Agenda 



Work is changing

The nature of work is changing

e.g. the gig economy, remote working, a service and 

knowledge economy

Industries are being transformed by changing 

technology.

e.g. automation and AI, high tech materials, 

precision agriculture, alternative energy sources, 

improved transport and distribution 

infrastructure (including online)



Increasing opportunity & benefits

65% of kids entering school today will do jobs that 

don’t exist yet

By shifting just 1% of our workforce into STEM roles, 

Australia could boost its GDP by $57.4 billion 

dollars. 



Sustainable industries

‘Sustainability in the fashion industry is an 

extremely complex issue. It requires an 

understanding of the underlying science, economic 

behaviour, business practises and environmental 

impact.’ 

- Mark Liu, The Conversation



STEM: adding value to labour markets

STEM does not provide everything 

workers need to thrive in a 

changing labour market… 

but it does provide some of the 

most important skills for the future, 

such as problem solving, critical 

and creative thinking, numeracy 

and literacy.
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National framework – local action

One vision for science engagement



What does IA do?

• National leadership and coordination

• Government and industry engagement

• Tools for researchers and science 

communicators

• Evaluation, reporting, compliance

• Information sharing and coordination



What else do we do?

Oversight of national strategy

Delivery and promotion of national initiatives:

• National Science Week

• Prime Minister’s Science Prizes

Grants for priority activities (national/state/local)



What else do we do?

Building partnerships: 

• Government (All levels)

• Science and Innovation: Chief Scientists, science 

and research organisations, academia, business 

leaders, industry organisations

• Cross-sectoral (Research, Education, Cultural, 

Economic, Health, Entertainment, Tourism…)



Inspiring Australia Managers



Regional Hubs



The value of the distributed model

• 7 metro + 35 regional hubs

• Local expertise, knowledge, connections

• Co-funding from multiple sources 

(Local/state/federal, private/public)

• Designed for and by the community



Addressing barriers to participation

• Long distances

• Availability of skills and resources

• Diversity of cultures, languages, economies, 

demographics

• Hearing about opportunities



Hubs: Mechanisms for engagement

• Voluntary

• Promote improved outcomes year-round

• Connect local initiatives together

• Cross-disciplinary

• Create new initiatives that value-add 



Hubs: Leveraging limited resources

• Pool collective knowledge, skills, 

opportunity, resources

• Acknowledge, embed and extend the 

unique cultural values and economic 

opportunities of their regions

• Increase likelihood and impact of granted 

activities



Hubs: Supporting state policy (WA)

Royalties for Regions seeks to improve economic 

and community infrastructure and services by 

helping to attract investment, increase job 

opportunities and improve quality of life.

WA Hubs find $10,000 to access the first round of 

Inspiring Australia funding = $18,000



Hubs: Supporting state policy (QLD)



Hubs: Building relationships

Bringing together shared interests throughout a 

region

Maximising the presence and human capital of 

local and regional science infrastructure and 

organisations 

e.g. Research and Development Corporations, 

CSIRO regional labs, Square Kilometre Array, 

Australian Institute of Marine Science, ANSTO

Promoting the local knowledge economy



SMART Trees – Armidale NSW



Hubs: Using existing community 

engagement infrastructure

Connected into and boosting the use of local 

community engagement structures

e.g. councils, libraries, schools, local business and 

chambers of commerce, local chapters



Little Bang Discovery Clubs

SA, VIC, NSW



Local knowledge infrastructure

Libraries play a vital role in their local communities, 

as knowledge brokers and centres for 

information, knowledge, skills, resources, 

research support.

Demand is high: In SA, within the last few months, 

43 library staff from 24 regional libraries have 

registered to participate in free science clubs 

training

• Port Augusta, Port Lincoln, Mount Gambier, 

Kadina



Hubs: Activities for science 

engagement

A community hub brings people together from a 

range of backgrounds and abilities to engage in 

science. Activities may be focused around a key 

regional strength or asset. 

e.g.: 

Roebuck Bay natural resource management 

Kalgoorlie mining and geology 



Hubs: Increasing science capacity

A science council that exists to increase STEM 

capacity and influence decisions in the local 

region

e.g. Great Southern Science Council (WA)





Hubs: Increasing impact

An association of many different organisations, 

connecting together to amplify their impact and 

share their expertise

e.g. Hunter Innovation and Science Hub





Adding value: Stronger, together

‘There is a greater awareness between scientists, 

environmental agencies, councils, community, and the 

creative industries.’

‘’(We have) exponentially larger reach and combination of 

talents/expertise.’

‘New opportunities for funding are important to create the 

motivation in organisations which often have limited 

funding available.’



Adding value: Better outcomes

‘Broadens my knowledge of what is out there and being part 

of a 'hub' feels like a collaborative and supportive 

community…’

‘Linking with other educational organisations to find out 

what their needs are. Developing more powerful ways of 

engaging young people in relevant and current science 

knowledge. Linking secondary schools with university 

partner's research…’



National Science Week 2016



Mt Annan: Demand outstrips supply



Wollongong: Science, art, business



Online: strength in numbers



National interest = local opportunities:

• Research and monitoring: Local landcare, 

catchment management, sustainability research

• Education: Public talks by local and visiting 

experts, demonstrations and open days

• Infotainment: wildlife spotting activities and 

tours of conservation, research facilities

• Sales: Wildlife-related products and services



Science tourism: Seeing opportunity



International visitation 

and associated spending



Science as experience

Science tourism already makes an impact:



Exploring new opportunities for an 

established industry

Science tourism repackages and expands on the 

current offerings, by grouping together 

experiences with a particular science and 

technology focus. 

It also explores new opportunities e.g science sites,  

landowners as site experts



Aiming for growth

• Capitalise on and increase demand for new 

experiences 

• Attract hungry new audiences seeking the unique

• Increase stay length/ bed nights 

• Build regional profile based on unique local 

offerings: industries, expertise, natural resources, 

current innovators and our STEM heritage 



Local pilot – national conversation

• ACT is developing a Regional Science 

Tourism Pilot

• (Re)packaging local tourism product that 

has science elements

• Plays to the strengths and uniqueness of 

the ACT  e.g. national collections, bush 

capital, sports science, defence science HQ



How can I get involved?

Connect

• Meet your state Inspiring Australia manager

• Introduce organisations to their hubs

Support

• Strong regional activity that build capacity

• Support funding, provide other resources

Share: 

• Relevant contacts, news, ideas

• Knowledge, data, best practice



Western Australia

Simon Carroll and Carmen Smith 

Simon.carroll@scitech.org.au 

Carmen.smith@scitech.org.au

Ph: (08) 9215 0730

South Australia

Dr Sheryn Pitman

sheryn.pitman@sa.gov.au

Ph: (08) 8207 7382 Tasmania

Sarah Bayne

Sarah.Bayne@utas.edu.au

Ph: (03) 6226 2716

Northern Territory

Paul Lyons

paul.lyons@cdu.edu.au

Ph: (08) 8946 7423

Queensland

Jayne Keane

jayne.keane@qm.qld.gov.au

Ph: (07) 3842 9220

New South Wales

Jackie Randles

jackie.randles@sydney.edu.au

Ph: (02) 9351 5198

Victoria

Coming 

soon!

Australian Capital Territory

Ingrid McCarthy

Ingrid.McCarthy@cbrin.com.au

Mob: 0407 070 769

National Office in Canberra

Bobby Cerini

Bobby.cerini@questacon.edu.au

Ph: (02) 6270 2865

inspiring.australia@innovation.gov.au

inspiringaustralia.net.au


